Aqua4MA

WRLTWAS WASTE
for
LINEAR SHOWER BASE

WETROOM

SYSTEMS

Please read these instructions throughout before installing as incorrect fitting will invalidate the guarantee
These installation instructions must be used in conjunction with the Aqua4MA Linear Shower Base Instructions
If you are unsure about these instructions please contact Kudos Shower Products:
Customer Service Helpline: 01539 564040

EXPLODED VIEW
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Fit 2" solvent weld waste pipe to the waste Adaptor using
solvent weld - not supplied.
Do not use Kudos Solvent Weld for this or any other
pipe joints.
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The Trap Body is secured to the Metal Tray using the six no.
12's x 20mm long screws provided with the waste.
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Insert ‘O’ Ring Seal into the groove of the relevant waste
hole in linear base moulding (pre-fitted into shower base).

INNER TUBE with pre-fitted
‘O’ ring seal

INNER CUP

‘O’ RING SEAL

BASE
MOULDING

THREADED CONNECTOR

TOP

BOTTOM

‘O’ RING SEAL - 105mm

BASE MOULDING - this
item is already factory fitted
to the shower base

Circular groove
in moulding

SHOWER BASE
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Insert Threaded Connector into the relevant waste hole.

‘O’ RING SEAL
THREADED CONNECTOR

SPACER
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Fit Spacer onto threaded connector.

RUBBER SEALING BUNG

Factory fitted
top collar,
do not remove

SIX SCREWS SELF TAP
12's x 20mm long csk head
SPACER

WASTE BODY
ADAPTOR
to suit 2" solvent
weld waste pipes
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Screw Rubber Sealing Bung to the Threaded Connector
and fully hand tighten, ensuring that the rubber seal is
towards the underside of the shower base.

ADAPTOR
THREADED NUT
rubber seal to
face u/side of base

ADAPTOR
SPLIT WASHER
ADAPTOR
RUBBER SEAL

LIFT OUT TOOL
used for removing
Tile-in top tray

CLEANING
Clean on a regular basis to prevent dirt / debris build up.
Use the Lift out tool supplied to remove Tile-in top tray, remove the
Inner Tube & Inner Cup to clean and also clean inside of the Waste
Body using warm soapy water only.

plastic finger grips to aid tightening
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RUBBER
SEALING BUNG
Must be fitted this
way, as shown

Fit base into Metal Tray as described in the Aqua4MA
Installation Instructions. Connect Inner Cup to Inner Tube
and insert into the waste.

WRLTWAS Waste Maximum Flow Rate = 37 litres/min.

